
 

 

   

 

 

 

 The purpose of this series is not to gain more information about GRACE, but to experience the reality of grace through 

stories, personal reflection, and sharing.  What is grace?  How does it come to us?  In what sense does it overcome our 

past?  What does it challenge us?  How does it transform and renew us?  What makes it brighten our future with God? 

 

   It is easy to miss the grace of God, and the results are tragic.  To help us go deeper, we’ll be focusing on Paul’s letter to 

the Ephesian Church where he engages the life-changing reality of grace in Eph. 2:1-10.  Combined with videos and a 

Study Journal, this season will connect us to God’s reality that GRACE IS GREATER than anything we can encounter in 

life!   

 
September 10   

   * A trailer will be shown in worship for the new series  

   * Episode #1 video will be shown in classes to see if they want to participate as a class  

   * If a class desires to join the series and says “Yes” a couple of expectations begin:  

          * Everyone is given a Journal that is a 28 day walk through Ephesians 2 (cost of journal is $5)  

          * Each participant is expected to join in the daily devotional, answering each daily reflection  

          * Each participate should fill out the weekly summary (Day 7) before coming to the group meeting 

          * Because much of the material in the reading book is presented in the video, it is not necessary to have the book 

               If one desires this option - these can be purchased at Lifeway Book Store for $10.  

          * Group leaders should be ready to facilitate a discussion on the week’s reading; show video; and divide  

                their large group into smaller groups of 3-4 individuals so conversation & sharing happen.  

 

September 17  (Week 1)  Grace is Greater than Your Guilt  

   * Participants should have read days 1-7 prior to the group meeting, answering the daily reflections 

   * Episode #2 video will be shown in the group setting  

   * If reading book – chapter 1 should be read (optional) 

 

September 24  (Week 2)  Grace is Greater than Your Mistakes 

  * Participants should have read days 8-14 prior to the group meeting, answering the daily reflections  

  * Episode #3 video will be shown in the group setting 

  * If reading book – chapters 2-3 should be read (optional)  

 

October 1  (Week 3)  Grace is Greater than Your Wounds  

  * Participants should have read days 15-21 prior to the group meeting, answering the daily reflections  

  * Episode #4 video will be shown in the group setting 

  * If reading book – chapters 4-7 should be read (optional)  

 

October 8  (Week 4)  Grace is Greater than Your Circumstances   

  * Participants should have read days 22- 28 prior to the group meeting, answering the daily reflections  

  * Episode #5 video will be shown in the group setting 

  * If reading book – chapters 8-10 should be read  (optional)  

 

October 15 – Week 5  (Optional)  

  On GraceIsGreaterStudy.com – there is a 30 minutes documentary your group may consider viewing together.  The story follows 

Michael, who has seen more than his share of failures, bitterness, doubt, and setback in his lifetime.  He’s homeless.  He’s addicted. 

He hasn’t spoken to his family in years.  His son is in jail for murder.  Is God’s grace big enough, strong enough, and powerful enough 

to overcome his seemingly impossible situation and rewrite his story?   


